





    
        
        
            
            
After School Program
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Paving a path for success for children with our after school program: Classover; a leading interactive real-time online learning after school program that facilitate children's learning through extra-curriculum courses that foster academic excellence and social development.


Based in Manhattan, New York, our after school program offers live online classes to students worldwide, with over 200 state-certified instructors teaching 16 courses covering a diverse array of topics to help your child thrive from ages 4 to 12 and beyond. We are working towards adding more courses and improve further to cater to everyone.


We are also a member of the Kids Safe seal program to ensure the security and privacy of our students and provide ease of mind for their parents.


We aim to facilitate students the best with our after school program and build a community of learned and passionate individuals with the zest to make the world a better place, hence guaranteeing a progressive and cooperative learning environment with a nuanced curriculum, effective and efficient teaching methods, comfortable pace, individual attention, and an affordable fee structure, only for $10 per session.




























        

    




    
        
        
            
            Why is Classover After School Programs a Good Choice?

Our After school program is designed to facilitate children in helping them find their niche of interest and work towards ensuring that they reach their full potential.Classover is an assistive program that;


        

    




    
        
        
            
            Children like to learn new things which help them to grow academically, socially, and personally. Our program is designed to cater just that; we promote learning, exploring, and experience new territories to allow our students to be familiarized and access endless possibilities that the world has to offer.

Challenges and Excite Curious Minds
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Develops and Improves Life Changing Skills

Our courses, their curriculum, and teaching methods are curated to improve cognitive, language, and problem-solving skills. While simultaneously through our interactive session and small class sizes develop strong social skills and collaborative spirit in students that helps to improve school day attendance and make them gravitate toward extracurricular activities.


        

    




    
        
        
            
            The stress-free and collaborative environments help retain information that improves grades, develops interests, and promotes good work habits and ethics. Which hopefully will result in higher graduation rates.

Improve Academic Performance
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Promotes Awareness And Acceptance

The intimate setting of the Classover after school program helps make memories, allows children to open up, share, interact, engage and become socially aware and accepting of difference. And also helps with emotional wellbeing. 


        

    




    
        
        
            
            	GLOBAL REACH
Classover is online after school program that is accessible to anyone around the world. 

	OPTIMIZE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
to ensure efficient and effective learning and focused attention of teachers towards every student, we offer small-size classes with a maximum of 6 students.
	EXPERT TEACHERS
All of our teachers are state-certified and carefully selected from the nation's top elementary and middle schools. They are committed, enthusiastic, responsive, organized, and experts in their field and facilitating students and their needs.


Student Centric Program

Key Features for Classover After School Program

	BONUS CLASS HOURS
to further facilitate students and ensure a seamless progression
	ASSISTANCE
Our consultants help create a well-rounded program specifically for individual students and helps with scheduling as per the parents' and students' convenience. We are always here to comply with any concerns, complaints, and feedback.
	ONLINE KIDS SAFETY
Classover is registered on the kid SAFE Seal Program, ensuring the safety and privacy of the students. 
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Claim 2 Free Classes Now

【Limited Time Offer】 
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            	MODE OF COMMUNICATION
We focus on visual and gestural aid, and as being an English medium program, we ensure that fluency in English is developed and through our English immersion teaching students converse and function in English effortlessly
	WIDE RANGE OF COURSES
we offer a wide array of courses, from standard academic ones to non-academic ones such as art, piano, and more. We also provide various languages and fun activity courses such as yoga and lego.


Course and Learning

	MIX AND MATCH COURSES
To maximize students learning, our after school program offers flexible scheduling and choice of course selection to ensure an effective learning environment.
	MULTI-COURSE SUPPORT
We have Tailor-made teaching panels for every course individually to ensure high-quality learning.
	FLEXIBLE COURSE LEVEL
Every child learns at a different pace; that's why we have small-size classes to keep everyone at a similar pace, and students on different levels of understanding get facilitated respectively with ease.




        

    




    
        
        
            
            	AFFORDABLE PRICING
Our after school program is only $10 per session (55 minutes)
	RISK-FREE PURCHASE
 We offer a full money-back guarantee if the expectations are not met.
	NO EXPIRATION ON PURCHASED COURSES
	FREE TRIAL
we offer free lessons to familiarize the students with the course, curriculum, teachers, and the teaching method before committing to ensure a sound decision. 


Financial Benefit

	HD learning experience
	Interactive setup
	Class reminder
	Attentive customer service
	And more


We have our own application that is available for free on Android and IOS to ensure seamless learning and effectiveness of our after school program. Our app offers

Medium of Communication




        

    




    
        
        
            
            Currently we are offering the following courses and working towards introducing more.

What Subjects does Our After School Program Offers?

English Story










Math and Logic










Chess










Lego












Dance/Yoga










Coding











Vocal










Piano











Art

Mandarin




















Spanish










French
























        

    




    
        

Claim 2 Free Classes Now

【Limited Time Offer】 
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Classover — The Best Online Immersion Courses for Kids! 
Don't believe us? 
Try, and we guarantee you will be part of the 3000 families that trust us wholeheartedly.






















Still Skeptical?


Know that we want the best for our students, and we are certain you want the best for your kid's education and development.



Our after school program is designed to facilitate students online with engaging courses and fun learning experiences while giving the parents peace of mind that the kids are excelling and safe.


We have strong core values, and we strive to maintain high educational standards and continuously improve to be the best state-of-the-art online after school program with great features, numerous benefits, and affordable pricing.


As a student-centric after school program, we aim to serve our students with the best of our abilities and will continue to do so throughout. For a detailed run down, check our features such as state-certified teachers, Kidsafe certified application and website, profound courses, risk-free purchase, and more, along with the benefits your children will gain by enrolling in our after school program.

CLASSOVER AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM?

WHY CHOOSE


        

    




